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Abstract— The design of gold code on Radio over fiber 

system with optical interleaver is proposed in this paper. 

There are so many algorithms that can be utilized for 

generating sequences in an optical fiber communication 

link. Gold code algorithm is one of these. Gold codes have 

bounded small cross correlations within a set, which is 

useful when multiple devices are broadcasting in the same 

frequency range. Such that the results using odd and even 

sequence of Gold code are comparable and a slight 

difference between them occurs in this study.it is observed 

that odd sequence is better than even sequence for multiple 

users in radio over fiber communication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fiber optic communication is a method of transmitting 

information(voice,video,data) from one place to another 

place by Sending pulses of light through an optical fiber.first 

developed in the 1970s,Fiber optic have revolutionized the 

telecommunications industry and have played a major role 

in the advent of the information age. because of its 

advantages over electrical transmission, optical fibers have 

largely replaced copper wire communication in core 

networks in the developed world. Radio transmission over 

fiber is used for multiple purposes,such as in cable 

television(CATV) networks and in satellite base stations,the 

term ROF is usually applied when this is done for wireless 

access.[1] 

II. RADIO OVER FIBER SYSTEM 

Radio-over-Fibre (ROF) refers to an analog transmission 

over fiber technology where by light is amplitude modulated 

by a radio signals and transmitted over an optical fiber link 

to facilitate wireless access. This technology entails the use 

of optical fiber links to distribute RF signals from a central 

location (headend) to Remote Antenna Units (RAUs). In 

narrow band communication systems and WLANs, RF 

signal processing functions such as frequency up-

conversion, carrier modulation, and multiplexing are 

performed at the BS or the RAP, and immediately fed into 

the antenna. RoF makes it possible to centralize the RF 

signal processing functions in one shared location 

(headend), and then to use optical fiber, which offers low 

signal loss to distribute the RF signals to the Remote 

Antenna Units. as shown in Figure(1) 

 
Fig. 1: The Radio over fiber system concept 

Remote Antenna Units (RAUs) are only need to 

perform opto-electronic conversion and amplification 

functions. The centralization of RF signal processing 

functions enables equipment sharing, dynamic allocation of 

resources, and simplified system operation and maintenance. 

These benefits can translate into major system installation 

and operational savings, especially in wide-coverage 

broadband wireless communication systems, where a high 

density of BS is necessary.[2] 

III. OPTICAL INTERLEAVER 

In an optical communication system using wavelength 

division multiplexing (WDM), information is transmitted 

over several “channels”, each at a different optical 

wavelength λi (or optical carrier frequency fi). An optical 

interleaver is a 3-port passive fiber-optic device that is used 

to combine two sets of dense wavelength-division 

multiplexing (DWDM) channels (odd and even channels) 

into a composite signal stream in an interleaving way. For 

example, optical interleaver takes two multiplexed signals 

with 100 GHz spacing and interleaves them, creating a 

denser DWDM signal with channels spaced 50 GHz apart. 

The process can be repeated, creating even denser composite 

signals with 25 GHz or 12.5 GHz spacing. The device can 

be used in a reverse direction, forming an optical 

deinterleaver that separates a denser DWDM signal 

into odd channels and even channels.[3] 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF GOLD CODE 

A. Description of GOLD Code: 

The Gold Sequence Generator block generates a Gold 

sequence.Gold sequences form a large class of sequences 

that have good periodic cross-correlation properties. 

B. Gold Sequences: 

The Gold sequences are defined using a specified pair of 

sequences u and v, of period N = 2n - 1, called a preferred 

pair, as defined in Preferred Pairs of Sequences below. The 

set G(u, v) of Gold sequences is defined by 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dense_wavelength-division_multiplexing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dense_wavelength-division_multiplexing
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G(u,v)={u,v,u⊕v,u⊕Tv,u⊕T2v,...,u⊕TN−1v}   (1.1) 

where T represents the operator that shifts vectors 

cyclically to the left by one place, and ⊕ represents addition 

modulo 2. Note that G(u,v) contains N + 2 sequences of 

period N. The Gold Sequence Generator block outputs of 

these sequences according to the block's parameters. 

Gold sequences have the property that the cross-

correlation between any two, or between shifted versions of 

them, takes on one of three values: -t(n), -1, or t(n) - 2, 

where 

  t (n)   =    1+2(n+1)/ 2  n even 

               1+2(n+2)/ 2  n odd             (1.2) 

The Gold Sequence Generator block uses two PN 

Sequence Generator blocks to generate the preferred pair of 

sequences, and then XORs these sequences to produce the 

output sequence, as shown in the following diagram. 

 
Fig. 2: Gold sequence generator 

We can specify the preferred pair by the Preferred 

polynomial [1] and Preferred polynomial [2] parameters in 

the dialog for the Gold Sequence Generator block. These 

polynomials, both of which must have degree n, describe the 

shift registers that the PN Sequence Generator blocks use to 

generate their output.we can specify the preferred 

polynomials using these formats: 

 A polynomial character vector that includes the 

number 1, for example, 'z^4 + z + 1'. 

 A vector that lists the coefficients of the polynomial in 

descending order of powers. The first and last entries 

must be 1.The length of this vector is one more than the 

degree of the generator polynomial. 

 A vector containing the exponents of z for the nonzero 

terms of the polynomial in descending order of powers. 

The last entry must be 0. 

 For example, the character vector 'z^5 + z^2 + 1', the 

vector [5 2 0], and the vector [1 0 0 1 0 1] represent the 

polynomial z5 + z2 + 1. 

 The following table 1 provides a short list of preferred 

pairs. 

n N 
Preferred 

Polynomial[1] 

Preferred 

Polynomial[2] 

5 31 [5 2 0] [5 4 3 2 0] 

6 63 [6 1 0] [6 5 2 1 0] 

7 127 [7 3 0] [7 3 2 1 0] 

9 511 [9 4 0] [9 6 4 3 0] 

0 1023 [10 3 0] [10 8 3 2 0] 

11 2047 [11 2 0] [11 8 5 2 0] 

Table 1: Short list of preferred polynomial 

 The Initial states[1] and Initial states[2] parameters are 

vectors specifying the initial values of the registers 

corresponding to Preferred polynomial 

[1] and Preferred polynomial [2], respectively. These 

parameters must satisfy these criteria: 

 All elements of the Initial states[1] and Initial 

states[2] vectors must be binary numbers. 

 The length of the Initial states[1] vector must equal the 

degree of the Preferred polynomial[1], and the length of 

the Initial states[2] vector must equal the degree of 

the Preferred polynomial[2]. 

 At least one element of the Initial states vectors must be 

nonzero in order for the block to generate a nonzero 

sequence. That is, the initial state of at least one of the 

registers must be nonzero. 

V. SIMULATION SETUP & DESIGN ANALYSIS 

In this proposed method two data signals(odd and even) are 

generating by user defined bit sequence generater and mixed 

with NRZ signal and these two signals are optically 

interleaved and then feeds tso the linb Mach-Zender 

modulator. This is simulated using opti-system 14. Lithium 

niobate,whose refractive index is a function of the strength 

of the local electric field. That means if linb is exposed to an 

electric field ,light will travel more slowly through it. 

Therefore the phase of the laser light can be controlled by 

changing the electric field in the lithium niobate. In this linb 

mach-zender modulator, incoming signals are modulated by 

using laser diode (all operation done at central station) and 

then these modulated signals are transmitted to single mode 

fiber for 20 km length. At the receiver side this signal is 

applied to the delay interferrometer. It based on two beam 

interference,in which one beam is time delayed to the 

desired interval. now these two signals feed to the two 

bessel optical filter, then optical amplifier and PIN 

photodetector ,amplitude demodulator. Shown on different 

visualizer. 
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Fig. 3: Central Station 

 
Fig. 4: Receiver Station 

VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The corresponding Results of this simulation setup are 

achieved at BER analyzer. In this BER analyzer various 

parameters like Q-factor, Min BER, Threshold value, Eye 

height etc. can be calculated. Fig. 6.1 shows the BER 

analyzer of this system ,given input is even sequence of gold 

code. It gives the Q- factor of 25.40 and 5.43 e-143 least BER 

to optical fiber link and Fig 6.2 shows the BER analyzer 

when given input is odd sequence of gold code.it gives the 

Q factor of 29.64 and 4.93 e-194 Least BER. Such that the 

results are comparable and a slight difference between them 

occurs that the odd sequence is giving better results as 

compared to even sequence. 

 
Fig 5: BER Pattern at the Receiver (when given input is 

even sequence) 

 
Fig 6: BER Pattern at the Receiver (when given input is odd 

sequence) 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have discussed about gold code on radio 

over fiber technology with optical interleaver. Here we have 

analyzed radio over fiber with verity of chip sequence. Gold 

code with odd strength is giving better results as compared 

to even strength. Gold codes have bounded small cross 

correlations within a set,which is useful when multiple 

devices are broadcasting in the same frequency range radio 

over fiber technology has been used in the implementation 

of various electronic devices.so there is a scope to use odd 

strength of gold code on radio over fiber with optical 

interleaver for achieving high speed communication. 

because of using optical interleaver , It can expand the 

number of channels per fiber and devices or networks can be 

upgraded without requiring that all devices be upgraded. 
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